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With the advance in virtual reality applications, garment industry has strived for new developments.
This paper reviews state-of-the-art CAD methods in 3D garment design. A large range of techniques are
selected and organized into several key modules which form the core of a 3D garment design technology
platform. In each module, basic techniques are presented ﬁrst. Then advanced developments are
systematically discussed and commented. The selected key modules – digital human modeling, 3D
garment design and modiﬁcation, numerical integration of draping, 2D pattern generation, geometric
details modeling, parallel computation and GPU acceleration – are discussed in turn. Major challenges
and solutions that have been addressed over the years are discussed. Finally, some of the ensuing
challenges in 3D garment CAD technologies are outlined.
ß 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Garment CAD technology is the use of computer technology to
assist the design of garment product. Compared to other
mechanical product, garment CAD has to address some special
issues. Firstly, it models soft material with low bending stiffness
rather than rigid solid objects. Secondly, garment components
such as collar and sleeve, are assembled together following speciﬁc
pattern-making rules which are totally different from the
conventional assembly methods. Thirdly, while the garment is
constructed from 2D patterns, the quality of ﬁt is evaluated on 3D
human models. Based on these observations, garment CAD is a
unique research area that has attracted considerable attentions.
Early garment CAD focused on 2D pattern drafting and
modiﬁcation. The pattern-making techniques in 2D CAD systems
mainly consist of two parts [117]: (1) individual pattern generation
based on parametric design; (2) individual pattern altering based on
grading rules. Since garment is more ﬂexible than other industrial
products, the constraint types used in both parametric design and
the grading rules depend on pattern makers’ experience which is
case-sensitive: for example, different experiences are needed for
different apparel patterns such as suit, jean and shirt. The well
recognized ﬂowchart of 2D garment CAD systems go through the
phases of fashion style design, pattern design, pattern grading and
marker making. Some typical commercial softwares of 2D garment
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CAD include Toray-Acs in Japan [111], Gerber in United States [112],
Investronica in Spain [113], Lectra in France [114].
To release the heavy dependencies on pattern-masters’
experience in 2D systems, 3D garment CAD methods with the
technologies of human body measurement are studied and
proposed as an alternative solution to non-expert users. The key
techniques include 3D human body measurement and modeling,
3D garment design on digital human models, 3D draping
simulation, and 2D pattern generation from 3D space. Two well
known commercial softwares of 3D garment systems are AssystBullmer in German [115] and Dessingsim in Japan [116].
Garment design and simulation are intensively studied in the
ﬁelds of both computer graphics and computer-aided design. In
this paper we present a detailed survey on CAD methods in 3D
garment design, showing their promising characteristics and their
relationship to 2D CAD methods. For the state-of-the-art
techniques in garment animation and rendering, the reader is
referred to the monographs [47,100] and the excellent survey work
in [22,97]. This survey is partially based on the authors’ experience
on building the 3D garment CAD system developed at the Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology. The second author also
co-organized the ACM SIGGRAPH’05 Course Notes [22], from
which some material presented here comes. The overall structure
of this paper is aimed at presenting a systematic view of
development of the 3D garment CAD platform.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 covers the
introduction of 2D and 3D Garment CAD platforms. Section 2
presents the basic approaches. Section 3 describes the human
modeling and Section 4 covers the garment models. Section 5 details
the draping methods and Section 6 outlines the 3D to 2D pattern
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transformation. Section 7 reviews the geometric detail modeling
approaches and Section 8 summarizes the parallel computation and
GPU acceleration techniques. Section 9 provides a perspective for
future directions and Section 10 concludes the review.
2. Basic approaches
In this section, we outline the basic approaches in 3D garment
design. Based on this foundation, in subsequence sections, we will
review incremental progresses towards some more advanced CAD
methods in garment design.
2.1. Feature-based human body modeling
With the advance of 3D scanning techniques, the individualized
human body can be easily captured and modeled with a mesh
model [1]. In addition to geometric deﬁnition of the human model,
it is necessary to use semantic features to facilitate the garment
design on the model. Assume that the model is in a normal pose
(we will review the techniques in Section 3.2 how to release this
restriction). In the middle of Fig. 1, two sets of sizing parameters
are used to characterize the human body: the heights hi specify a
set of cutting planes parallel to a base plane in the model space, and
the girths g i are measured on each cutting plane intersecting the
human body. The cutting planes are used to build a classiﬁcation
on the vertices, edges and faces in the body mesh model such that
each of them is associated with a semantic feature in the set
fhead; neck; shoulder; chest; bust; waist; hi p; leg; foot; etc:g (see the
left of Fig. 1). The segmentation of human body model also leads to
a natural parameterization of the model which can automatically
provide accurate measurement of the individual model (see the
right in Fig. 1).
The segmentation process (or in other words, cutting plane
determination) usually makes use of some rules of thumb: for
example, anthropometry shows that body height equals to eight
head tall [82]. The special characteristics of the human body are also
helpful to establish the locations of cutting planes. These
characteristics include neck points, underarm points, busty points,
belly-button point and crotch point, etc. For example the crotch
point is the point starting from which the cross-section of the body
changes from one circle to two circles. So a simple and effective way
to determine crotch point is to cut the body at 5/8 total height from
the top [122]. Refer to Fig. 2. In the cross-section, the intersection
points are sorted and the maximum gap between two neighboring
points (denoted by P l and P r ) separate the left and right legs. At the
middle P o ¼ ðPl þ P r Þ=2, a perpendicular plane is setup. The lowest
intersection point of this plane with the body is the crotch point.
More comprehensive and innovative CAD methods for human body
segmentation will be presented in Section 3.

Fig. 2. Crotch point determination [122] (courtesy of Prof. Bugao Xu).

2.2. 3D garment design and modiﬁcation on human model
Given the human model with detailed semantic features,
traditional procedure of a pattern maker can be mimicked by using
computers. A case study of ladies’ dress design is presented in [74].
Let the human model be oriented such that it stands on the xy plane,
the xz plane cut the body into left and right parts, and the yz plane cut
into front and back parts. Refer to Fig. 3. The shoulder seam is deﬁned
as a line segment connected by points 1 and 2 which is in the
intersection of the body and the plane P side parallel to the yz plane
and towards back about 20 mm. The same plane P side deﬁnes the
points 3, 5, 6 in the side seam of the dress as well. The point 4 is
deﬁned on the planar curve of the waist which move forwards in the
waist by 20 mm. The points 3, 10, 18 are on the curve of chest, 4, 9, 19
on the waist and 5, 8, 20 on the hip. I.e., each point is related to a
semantic feature on the human body. The closed curves at the crosssections of the chest, waist and hip circumferences of the dress are
determined by enlarging the intersection curves. The enlargement
determines the tightness and ﬁtness of the dress over the human
body. The ﬁnal dress is made up by adding more auxiliary curves and
points which is also determined by rules related to the known points
1–25 in the dress and the semantic human model. Given such a set of
deterministic rules, for any customized human model, the
corresponding customized dress is determined immediately.
The 3D garment on human body can be further modiﬁed using
virtual scissor in computer [89]. The widely used tool is provided
by OpenGL with the interaction functions. The users can pick point,

Fig. 1. Human body modeling and segmentation with semantic features [6,7] (courtesy of Prof. Matthew Yuen).
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Fig. 3. Ladies’ dress design on human model [74] (courtesy of Prof. Slavenka Petrak).

edge and face on the human model and can also draw free-form
curves on the human model as well as on the garment. Bases on
these operations, virtual scissor can aid the users to make freeform style design over existing garments ﬁtting on the human
body. More details are discussed in Section 4.
2.3. 3D garment draping and animation
A garment on human body can be classiﬁed into two parts
[24,53]: one is the ﬁt part which is in direct contact with the
human body and the other is the fashion part which is draped
freely to make the aesthetic appearance. The ﬁt part can be directly
determined by the semantic features on the human body while the
fashion parts are simulated with numerical techniques in which
the mechanical material of the garment plays an important role.
Many deformable cloth models are proposed for efﬁcient garment
draping and animation with which the customers can visualize the
realism of virtual try-on [22,47,97,100] (refer to the left of Fig. 4).
Deformable cloth models and numerical integration techniques
are reviewed in Section 5.
2.4. 2D pattern generation
The garment industry eventually needs the 2D patterns to
manufacture the garment. Given 3D garments, it should be ﬂattened

into a plane without stretch and distortion; in mathematics, this
property is characterized by the developable surface [28]. Sometimes
a small stretch is allowed in garment ﬂattening. By using the colorindex mapping, computer-aided tools can visualize the stretch by
different colors inside the ﬂatten patterns. Usually hot color
corresponds to large stretch and cold color to low stretch. Refer
to the right of Fig. 4. If the stretch is too big for a piece of garment,
cutting lines are needed to release the stretch energy. Section 6 will
review the techniques for 3D to 2D pattern transformation.
3. Human modeling
Human body modeling is a challenging problem with a wide
range of applications from virtual surgery to animation in feature
movies [67]. With the aid of laser scanners, nowadays, it is easy to
obtain the 3D information of individual body in the format of point
clouds. Various techniques have been proposed to reconstruct a
continuous 2-manifold model from noised point cloud. Notably,
the techniques can be typically classiﬁed as three types: implicit,
parametric and triangulation methods.
The implicit methods describe shapes as level sets of a scalar
ﬁeld [11,98]. The seminal work reconstructing implicit surfaces
from point cloud includes the signed distance ﬁelds [46,25], the
level set methods [121], the moving least squares (MLS) methods
[2] and the radial basis functions (RBFs) methods [18]. Parametric

Fig. 4. Garment draping and 3D to 2D pattern transformation [53] (courtesy of Prof. Chang Kyu Park).
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methods ﬁt parametric surfaces to the point cloud. NURBS surfaces
are most commonly used [37,75], which are best suited for
describing shapes with prescribed topological type, mostly
homeomorphic to an open disc [32,110]. To overcome the
limitation of the regular structure of tensor-product surfaces, Tspline is proposed as a practical solution [83]. Triangulation
methods locally connect the data points into a globally structured
form of triangular meshes. Usually triangulation methods utilize
Delaunay triangulation and its variants [3,19]. If the target shape is
restricted to human body, an efﬁcient template mesh-ﬁtting
method is proposed in [1] which utilizes 3D sparse marker to
reconstruct high-resolution human bodies from uncompleted
scanned data.
In garment design, in addition to continuous human model
reconstruction from measured point cloud, special attentions are
paid to build semantic features on the human model so that the
garment can be efﬁcient designed and encoded with respect to
these features. In [107] a practical and efﬁcient framework is
proposed which consists of three phases: data preparation, human
model construction and semantic feature extraction (ref. Fig. 5).
Assume that the model stands in a standard symmetric pose (in
Section 3.2 we will review techniques how to achieve this from
arbitrary poses). By auto-locating three key feature points at arm
pit and crotch points, the system in [107] ﬁrst partitions the whole
human body into six parts with ﬁxed topology: head root, major
body, left arm, right arm, left leg and right leg (ref. Fig. 6). The
feature points can be robustly found by monitoring the topology
changes of the closed circles at sequential cross-sections (ref. Fig. 2
for crotch point detection). To build the complete semantic
features over the human model, three more key features – neck,
bust and belly button points – need to be speciﬁed. The rules of
thumbs are as follows. The neck feature point is the extreme point
around 7/8 height of the human model from the silhouette of the
front view. The bust point is the extreme point around 3/4 height
from the silhouette of the right view. The belly button point is
around 5/8 height from the silhouette of the right view. Given
these necessary six features (plus arm pit and crotch points), the
whole semantic feature net is established by proportion rules used
in the fashion industry [88,92].
Without inferring continuous model from point cloud, Kim and
Kang [52] propose a similar technique which directly generates
garment patterns from body scan data. However, we recommend
to ﬁrst build the continuous model of human body with consistent
parameterization. The meaning of consistent is related to the
common set of semantic features and we will discuss more details
in Section 3.3. The advantage is that after the garment template is
designed on a standard size of mannequin and is encoded with the
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Fig. 5. Overview of the reconstruction system of human body proposed in [107].

semantic features of human body, the garment pattern can be
immediately transferred and reﬁtted to any customized human
body. Thus one of the major challenges in 2D garment CAD
systems, automatic made-to-measure, is efﬁciently solved in 3D
space.
3.1. Other sources of individuals’ information
Laser scanning is not the only source to obtain the customized
body information. Given the consistent parameterization of human
body models, two other popular methods are based on photographs and size charts. Photo-based methods take photographs of a
human body from orthogonal views, i.e., front view and side views.
The rich research in image process allows us to efﬁciently extract
the silhouette of human body from photographs [76]. By
establishing the 2D features of human body and its associated
one-to-one mapping to the 3D semantic features in a generic
human model, Lee et al. [58] and Wang et al. [108] propose efﬁcient
view-dependent deformation to drive the generic 3D model into

Fig. 6. Three key feature points (two arm pit and one crotch points) and the associated partitions with six semantic parts [107] (courtesy of Prof. Charlie C.L. Wang).
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individuals. Lee’s method [58] uses the 2D skeleton features of the
human body in the photographs, while Wang et al. [108]
establishes a set of consistent rules to automatically locate the
2D feature points in the silhouette.
The size-chart methods enable the user to create his/her own
virtual model by inputting a number of sizing parameters. This is
particular useful for remote design through web interfaces. A
representative size-chart method is proposed in [84]. In this
method, a database of 3D scanned data of human body models is
stored in the server. When the user inputs some sizing parameters
via internet at the client end, the information is transferred to the
server where several human models with similar parameters are
chosen ﬁrst. Then by interpolating these existing human models in
the geometric space using radial basis functions, a new model
satisfying input size parameters is created and transferred back to
the client end.
3.2. Standard pose adjustment
In the above sections, the human body is assumed to be at
standard symmetric pose. The real human bodies under measurement, however, are always in different poses. So it is necessary to
have CAD techniques to auto-correct these different poses into a
standard one. In [102] a pragmatic approach is proposed to make
human model symmetric. Denote the original asymmetric model
by Mþ and locate it in the coordinate system whose origin is at the
crotch point and xz plane cut the model into left and right parts. By
ﬁnding the mirror position of each vertex in M þ according to xz
plane, a mirror mesh M  is obtained. The symmetric model is built
by the interpolation Ms ¼ ðMþ þ M Þ=2. The features F associated
with M is obtained in the same way: F s ¼ ðF þ þ F  Þ=2. For human
models with approximate standard poses, this method works
pretty well.
For objects with arbitrary different poses far from symmetry, a
rigorous technique is proposed in [71] to enhance symmetries of a
model while minimally altering its shape. The method models the
symmetry as a deformation process. By mapping compatible
sample pairs into the space of reﬂective transformations, the
deformation can be viewed as an optimization process in which an
elegant closed-form solution is formulated. Besides the application
of body measurement in the garment design, various applications
of symmetrizing deformation in design and shape analysis are also
shown in [71].
3.3. Feature modeling
Two key CAD methodologies are widely used in 3D garment
systems: feature recognition and design by features [16]. Feature
recognition methodology [60] recognizes user-speciﬁc features
from a geometric model, such as human bodies, according to the
feature templates predeﬁned in a feature library. Given the
necessary features on human bodies, the design by feature
methodology [27] creates the feature model of garment by
composing the available features in a feature library.
In the most abstract level, objects in engineering applications
are categorized into two distinct classes: regular shaped objects
and sculptured objects. Human body is a typical sculptured object.
A semantic-oriented feature model technique based on formal
languages is proposed in [7] for sculptured objects. As shown in
Fig. 7, the semantic feature model of an object consists of three
level of abstraction: object level, feature level and geometry level.
The conﬁguration of a sculptured object is represented by a feature
graph Gob j ¼ ðV; EÞ. The graph is formalized by a feature language
which consists of two components: vocabulary and grammar. In
Gob j , both vertices and edges are vocabularies. The grammar is a set
of production rules manipulating the vocabularies. For human

Fig. 7. The feature model of a mannequin shape [7] (courtesy of Prof. Matthew Yuen).

body, the vocabularies are deﬁned by a constituent features set
F human ¼ fneck; shoulder; chest; back; bust; armhole; waist; hi pg and
a set of dimensions Dhuman ¼ fh j ; g j ji ¼ 1; . . . ; 7and j ¼ 1; . . . ; 8g.
See Fig. 1 for an illustration of the dimensions Dhuman . The used
feature language grammar is a simple string grammar [38].
Compared to the geometry-oriented approaches for describing
sculptured objects such as human body, the semantic feature
modeling technique uses geometry as only a set of auxiliary
information embedded in the feature vocabularies. The biggest
advantage is that the sculptured objects can be modeled and
operated at a consistent topological level, disregarding of the
potentially inﬁnite possible shapes, and thus, providing a
systematic representation scheme of the object that can be used
in various engineering applications domains.
3.4. Parametric design of human models
Towards the geometric realization of the topological abstract
model of human body, a novel feature based parameterization
approach is proposed in [102]. Based on the parameterization, the
sizing dimensions can be easily obtained through semantic
features. First ﬁve key features – neck, underarm, busty, bellybutton, crotch points – are extracted using the rules of thumb
stated in [107]; among them, three features are illustrated in Fig. 6.
See also Fig. 8a. Given these key feature points, the complete set of
features [7,107] can be realized using the cutting planes and the
projection planes (ref. Figs. 1 and 8b). Note that the abstract
topological structures of these features on individuals’ body data
are all the same as shown in Fig. 7[6,7]. The geometric realization of
the feature model has three levels of entities: feature points,
feature curves and feature patches. According to the feature
deﬁnition, the feature points can be classiﬁed and organized into
feature curves. The sizing parameters of human body are given by
feature curves. To encode garment design features into a
mannequin with standard sizes and for automatic made-tomeasure based on individuals’ sizing parameters, it is necessary to
incorporate feature patches into the feature human model [106]. In
[102] the feature patches are spanned by Gregory patches which
interpolate generally n-side feature curves as the boundaries [42].
By interpolating both positions and tangent vectors, the ﬁnal body
surface is G1 -continuous (ref. Fig. 8d).
Given a large database D of human bodies with a consistent
parameterization, new individuals’ bodies can be generated
according to the speciﬁed sizing dimensions by synthesizing
example models in D. Refer to Fig. 8e. This technique, called
parametric design of human model in [102], falls into a general
category well-known in computer graphics as example-based model
synthesis [40,84,85,87]. Denote the n human bodies in D by Hi ,
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n. The synthesized body Hs is obtained by interpolation
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Fig. 8. Parametric design of human models (courtesy of Prof. Charlie C.L. Wang). (a) Key feature points. (b) The complete set of feature points. (c) Feature graph. (d) Feature
patches on human body. (e) Modiﬁcation by sizing dimension.

as Hs ¼ Iðw1 H0 ; w2 H2 ; . . . ; wn Hn Þ, where Ið    Þ is the interpolation
function based on the feature graph, the weights form partition of
P
unity ni¼1 wi ¼ 1 and wi  0. Given a human body H with featurebased parameterization, its dimension vector is indicated by the
feature graph and is extracted by a measurement function CðHÞ.
Then, given any reasonable input sizing dimension vector D, The
corresponding individuals’ body is built by seeking the optimal
solution to minimize the objective function min kCðHs ðXÞÞ  Dk,
where X is the parameter vector to be optimized which consists of
scaling and weighting coefﬁcients. Conjugate gradient method is
used in [102] to optimize the solution.
3.5. Limitations of existing methods
There are two cruxes in the existing methods for human
modeling, which offer the technical challenges for the future work.
The ﬁrst crux is related to the acquisition of body dimensions. In all
acquisition methods including laser scanning and photography,
the test subjects must wear tight clothes to show the body proﬁle.
To relax the customers, can the body dimensions be automatically
measured with sportswear or skirts? Thermal radiation measurement methods such as infrared imaging techniques may contribute
in this direction.
The second crux lies on the automatic feature detection.
Although many rules of thumb exist as we summarized in
previous sections, eventually intensive human intervention is
required to ﬁne tune accurate locations of necessary feature
points. Stable and robust automatic methods are solicited in this
direction.
4. Garment design
Based on the feature-oriented parameterization of the human
body, design-by-feature methodology [16,27] is applied to
construct diverse feature-based proﬁle templates of garments,
each of which represents a different product styling of garment.
The garment feature template is directly related to the feature

graph of a parameterized human model by incorporating easing
relationships [106]. When the body model is modiﬁed by inputting
sizing dimensions, the easing relationship will automatically
rescale and ﬁt the garment product well on the individual body.
Thus the difﬁcult, experience-based 2D grading problem is avoided
in 3D garment CAD systems.
The garment feature template consists of feature nodes, proﬁle
curves and surface reﬁnement rules (ref. Fig. 9). Each feature node is
encoded with a reference element in the featured human model (ref.
Figs. 8d and 9b). The reference element can be vertex, edge or face in
the body model. In each reference element ref, a consistent local
frame can be uniquely determined: the frame consists of an origin O
and three linear independent vectors t1 , t2 , n3 . Given the frame
re ffO; t1 ; t2 ; n3 g, the feature node is encoded by a displacement
vector fnfd1 ; d2 ; d3 g and its position in the global coordinate system
can be decoded by fnfx1 ; x2 ; x3 g ¼ fO þ d1 t1 ; O þ d2 t2 ; O þ d3 n3 g.
Given an individual body model, its element’s position may be
0
changed to ref fO0 ; t01 ; t02 ; n03 g. Then the new position of the
corresponding feature node in the garment template is changed
accordingly to fnfx1 ; x2 ; x3 g ¼ fO0 þ d1 t01 ; O0 þ d2 t02 ; O0 þ d3 n03 g (ref.
Fig. 9e).
The proﬁle curves in garment feature template are used to
control the local shape of ﬁnal garment style (ref. Fig. 9d). A proﬁle
curve is a parametric curve C p ðuÞ associated with an edge E p in the
topological graph of the human body. In [106] fourth-order Bezier
curves are used. Each proﬁle curve C p ðuÞ is encoded by the
displacement curve e p ðuÞ ¼ C p ðuÞ  E p ðuÞ and when an individual
body model is used, the new proﬁle curve can be decoded by
C 0p ðuÞ ¼ e p ðuÞ þ E0p ðuÞ (ref. Fig. 9e).
The surface reﬁnement rules provide details and smoothness on
the shape representation of an apparel product. Different
interpolatory subdivision rules [123] can be applied here: notably
the modiﬁed variational subdivision [55] and butterﬂy subdivision
[30] are most popular. Fig. 9f shows an example using the modiﬁed
variational subdivision rules.
Note that it is important to encode the feature nodes and proﬁle
curves in a local frame associated with the underlying model
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Fig. 9. Encoding and decoding a garment feature template [106] (courtesy of Prof. Charlie C.L. Wang). (a) A garment feature template. (b) Feature nodes. (c) Connectivity of
feature nodes. (d) Another view of (c) with proﬁle curves. (e) Garment decoding on an individual body. (f) Subdivision reﬁnement.

(human model in the case of garment design), so that the following
advantages can be achieved:
1. Detail preserving. By encoding in local frames, high-frequency
details on the garment are separated from the basic shape.
When the underlying body model is changed, the basic shape of
the garment will also be changed but the details will be decoded
and faithfully reconstructed via local frames.
2. Smoothness. Since subdivision surfaces usually generate C 1 or C 2
limit surfaces, when the human body model is changed, the free
form surfaces of the associated garments will be changed
smoothly.
Similar techniques of detail-preserving modiﬁcation and
animation have been widely studied in computer graphics with
general graphics models. Lee et al. [59] and Guskov et al. [43]
encoded the complex graphics models using a basic mesh together
with a scalar detail set. The transformation is demonstrated to be
very smooth. Liu et al. [65] improved the method in [59] by using a
multi-level displacement ﬁeld.
A typical commercial CAD system. LookStailorX [116] is a 3D
garment design system that uses featured human models and
garment feature templates. It creates a 3D base garment
automatically from a human body. For the human body, it can
be a predeﬁned mannequin specially for garment design, or a
scanned body captured by a body scanner. To create the 3D base
garment, ﬁrstly, the contour lines are generated automatically
according to feature points of the human body. Then the surface of
the 3D garment is created from its contour lines, as shown in
Fig. 10. The contour lines can be edited interactively, and the
garment shape will be modiﬁed accordingly. The base garment is
used for creating 2D patterns of the ﬁnal garment to be designed.
The method of developing 2D patterns of the system will be
reviewed in Section 6.

4.1. 2D pattern input, virtual sewing and ﬁtting
Since 2D garment CAD systems have been widely used in
industry, it is desired to provide application programming
interface (API) functions in 3D garment CAD systems for making
use of the traditional 2D pattern designs. Given such 2D pattern
input functions, the necessary operators to convert the design
to 3D are virtually sewing and ﬁtting on an individual body
model.
In a 3D computer-aided garment design system [72], triangulated cloth patterns are used and mapped onto a mannequin model
by minimizing a quadratic energy function. Aono et al. [5] gave a
further study on the ﬁtting problem. In [96] a versatile and efﬁcient
technique is proposed to simulate 3D dressing results from 2D
pattern input. Usually the 2D-to-3D transformation is treated as an
elastic deformation process with large displacement but small
stretch deformation. In [36], a physical based deformable model is
proposed for 2D-to-3D sewing and ﬁtting. In this model, the cloth
patterns are modeled by a triangular mesh composed of mass
nodes and massless edges: edges works as springs. Both structural
and shear springs are deﬁned as shown in Fig. 11. A similar massspring model is proposed in [79].
Lagrange mechanism is used in [36] to drive the sewing and
ﬁtting process. Each node position is determined by the motion of
equations:

m

@2 X
@X
þ de ¼ f
þg
@t
@t2

(1)

where X is the position vector of the nodes, m is the nodal mass and
g are the damping factor. de is the internal elastic force derived
from the variations in the tensile energy. f is the external force
which includes sewing forces and collision reaction forces. The
sewing forces pull and sew different patterns together. The
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Fig. 10. A 3D garment design system LookStailorX developed by Digital Fashion Ltd, Japan [116] (courtesy of Dr. Dong-Liang Zhang).

collision reaction forces penalize cloth patterns from penetrating
into the body or other cloth patterns. The forward Euler method is
used in [36] to numerically solve the Lagrange equation of motion.
4.2. Sketching input
One advantage inherent in 3D garment systems is that the users
can directly make their design in 3D space without through the
intermediate media of 2D patterns. 3D sketch is proposed as a
fundamental tool to make such 3D design available [105]. Recall
that the garment feature template consists of feature nodes and
proﬁle curves. Given the human body model, the feature nodes can
be speciﬁed by the picking function provided by OpenGL APIs. Its
encoding with elements in human models is established at the
same time. 3D proﬁles of a piece of garment are speciﬁed by 2D
interactive sketches. Each 2D stroke drawn by users on the screen
actually determines a cutting plane through the projection
direction (see Fig. 12a). By intersecting this plane with the human
model and projecting the nearly vertices onto the plane, the 3D
sketch on the human model is obtained. To sketch proﬁles, the

easing space between the garment and the human model is also
provided by the users.
Each sketched proﬁle is presented as a point list: each of points
is encoded locally with an edge in the topological graph of the
human model. To highlight the points in the sketched proﬁle using
2D small circles, the users can further pick and drag these small
circles to make further modiﬁcation of their design. During the
drag modiﬁcation of garment proﬁles, the updating on the local
encoding with the underlying human model must be carefully
handled. A novel updating scheme is proposed in [105] by using a
least square optimization method.
In computer-aided design and computer graphics, free-form
3D object design through 2D sketches on screen has been
studied over the years. The SKETCH system [119] introduces a
gesture-based interface and utilizes CSG operations to build
solid models. The Teddy system [49] constructs a rounded freeform solid by sweeping along the medial-axis-like skeleton
with adaptive radius. Recently the Teddy system is extended to
make animation available by moving the 2D sketches [48].
In [95] an intuitive sketching system is proposed to design

Fig. 11. Virtual sewing and ﬁtting with 2D pattern input.
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Fig. 12. 3D modiﬁcation tools based 2D sketches (courtesy of Prof. Charlie C.L. Wang). (a) Mesh painting. (b) Mesh cutting. (c) Mesh extrusion. (d) Mesh partition.

garment using contour lines. This sketching system is further
used in [26] for garment design towards a fast geometric
approach.
4.3. 3D modiﬁcation
3D sketch is also a useful tool for free-form modiﬁcation of
garment template styles. In [106] four sketching-based modiﬁcation operators are proposed: mesh painting, mesh cutting,
mesh partitioning and mesh extrusion. Referring to Fig. 12, mesh
painting operator creates auxiliary 3D line segments by
projecting 2D strokes onto the surface mesh along the view
direction. New features can be deﬁned and associated with
the new created auxiliary 3D curves. Mesh cutting and
partitioning operators are based on painting. Mesh cutting
removes some parts from the mesh surface with the aid of 2D
input strokes, while mesh partitioning separates the mesh
surface into several pieces by 2D input strokes. Mesh extrusion
creates new mesh parts from line segments on the base surface
along the input extruding strokes. Users are also allowed to
sketch 2D strokes to extrude a surface from the given mesh. This
operator is particularly important when designing collars,
epaulets and sleeves, etc., where typically non-manifold
structure is resulted in.
More comprehensive 3D modiﬁcation tools are proposed in the
literature of both CAD and computer graphics. Suzuki et al. [90]
proposed a 3D mesh dragging method for intuitive geometric
modeling of free-form mesh models. The mesh painting, cutting
and extrusion operators are also used in the Teddy system for toy
design [49]. Input 2D strokes can also be used as local skeletons to
drive a view-dependent deformation of an arbitrary free-form
geometry [81].

4.4. Limitations of existing methods
Existing methods design and model garments of simple styles
pretty well. However, when the complexity of fashion increases,
special attentions must be paid to the ﬁne details such as
dartspleats and gathers, etc. In Section 7, we summarize some
promising methods of geometric detail modeling from computer
graphics literature that could make an impact in this direction.
One more difﬁculty in the existing methods is how to accurately
modify the 2D patterns when human body size and 3D patterns
changes. Given the feature relation between the human bodies and
3D garment templates, the modiﬁcation of 3D garment with
individual body size is readily to obtain. However, since there is no
direct relation with 2D patterns, each time a body size is changed
(so is its related 3D garment), a complete ﬂattening process needs
to be performed for 2D pattern generation. This makes the
interactive design process unnecessary long and tedious.
5. Draping
Garment is a special soft product whose ﬁtting can only be
judged when it is ﬁtted onto a moving human body. Cloth draping
refers to the techniques which compute the rest state of a piece of
cloth when subjected to a gravitational force ﬁeld [100]. The early
work uses elastic models to compute the simulation of simple
scenes such as wind-blowing ﬂags and rectangle cloth draping
[93]. Realistic simulation of comprehensive garment is ﬁrst studied
by the research group of Prof. Nadia Thalmann [17,96]. State-ofthe-art garment simulation techniques can be sorted into three
classes: geometric based, physical based and hybrid models.
Geometrically based methods model complex geometric
details, such as wrinkles and folds of fabrics, using mathematic
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descriptions [45,109]. Recent advances in geometric methods can
make realistic ﬁne details in almost real time [26,39]. During the
last decade, the methods using the principles of mechanics have
attracted much interest and a diversity of physical models are
proposed, e.g., the mass-spring models [79,36], the particle models
[13,14,31] and the elasticity-based models [4,33,93]. A classic
work in this class is presented by Baraff and Witkin [9] in which a
computational framework for cloth simulation based on an
implicit integration method with a large time step is proposed.
Physical based methods have solid foundation in computational
mechanics and the parameters usually have intuitive physical
meaning with the merit that tuning them is not as difﬁcult as the
geometric methods. However, its computational load is much
higher than the geometric methods. By taking combined advantages of the speed in geometrical methods and the accuracy in
physical methods, hybrid methods are proposed [57,44,101].
To generate realistic draping, deformable cloth models usually
take into account material properties of different fabric patterns
such as cotton, woolen, silk, leather, polyester and chemical ﬁber,
etc. During the simulation process, gravity and collisions need also
to take into account to generate adequate folds and wrinkles. In the
follows subsections, we summarize them in turn to investigate the
state-of-the-art techniques.
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ﬂexible fabric patterns is proposed. FEM uses shape functions
(bilinear, trilinear, quadrilinear, or higher order) to interpolate a
discrete net to model the continuous cloth surface. From mechanic
properties of the material, a Lagrange functional is formulated and
minimized using Hamilton’s principle to drive the deformation
process. Although FEM has a pretty physical meaning of its control
parameters, a large sparse linear system needs to assemble and
compute at each time step, and thus, it is time-consuming and can
not be used in any interactive garment CAD system.
To offer a good compromise between the speed and accuracy, a
hybrid model with stable implicit numerical scheme is proposed in
[101] which is further adapted in a garment system proposed in
[97]. The model describes the accurate surface deformation using a
triangular mesh equivalent to a ﬁrst-order ﬁnite element description. Accurate mechanical properties such as warp, bending,
shearing, viscoelasticity are speciﬁed in the particles while a
triangular mesh provides an overall structure of the particles such
that implicit numerical integration is possible. One additional
merit of this hybrid model is that the triangular mesh in arbitrary
connection is used to eliminate topological restrictions of
rectangular meshes as in mass-spring models, and thus can
ﬂexibly model any shaped patterns.
5.2. Material models

5.1. Deformable models
Compared to the mass-spring system [36,79] as shown in
Fig. 11, the particle systems model the cloth as a collection of
particles that represent the crossing points of weft threads; here
the cloth pattern is treated as an interwoven grid of threads. In [13]
a particle system is proposed that represents the various threadlevel structural constraints using energy function minimization.
The constraints are imposed in a local neighborhood of each
particle that captures simple geometric relationships of the
interwoven grids. As shown in Fig. 13, the energy function of
each particle i in particle system consists of ﬁve parts:
U i ¼ U re peli þ U strechi þ U bendi þ U trellisi þ U gra . U gra is the potential
energy due to gravity. U re peli is repulsion energy (Fig. 13Ia) which
keeps every two closed particles at a minimum distance and thus
gives some measure of collision detection. U strechi is calculated
between each particle and its four neighbors (Fig. 13Ib) which
counts for thread stretching. U bendi measures the energy due to
threads bending out of the local plane. U trellisi is the energy due to
shearing around a thread crossing in the plane. To simulate the
P
cloth draping, the total energy U ¼ i U i is minimized over a series
of small discrete time step. Experimental results with the
Kawabata evaluation system [51] are presented in [14] which
shows that accurate large-scale draping behavior of speciﬁc types
of cloth can be achieved in this model.
The ﬁnite element method (FEM) is a classic numerical method
in continuous solid mechanics. In [33] ﬁnite element modeling of

Most advanced deformable cloth models can generate visually
pleasing draping behavior. In garment industry, however, it is
more desired to describe accurate cloth models by simulating the
main material properties of fabric. To methodically query the
material properties of cloth sample, Kawabata evaluation system
(KES) serves this need [51]. As shown in Fig. 14, KES is a standard
set of fabric measuring equipments that measure the cloth sample
in terms of the bending, shearing and tensile properties, as well as
the surface roughness and compressibility. For bending, shearing
and tensile properties, a fabric sample of standard size
(20 cm  1 cm for bending and 20 cm  5 cm for shearing) is
tested with the equipment. Forces or moments are plotted as a
function of measured geometric deformation: for example,
bending and shearing properties of samples of 100% cotton,
100% wool and cotton-polyester are shown in Fig. 15. For
computational purpose, in [14] linear and quadratic segments
are adopted to approximate the original plots using the standard
interpolation techniques.
The theory of elastic bending beams states that the strain
energy due to bending moment M in an inﬁnitesimal beam dS is
dU ¼ kMdS, where k is the curvature of beam shape. If the particle
system in [14] is used, the bending energy of a particle is
U bendi ¼ kMs =2, where s is the distance of the particle to its
neighbors. Similarly, the shearing energy due to the force F on a
particle is U trellisi ¼ lim Fcos ðfÞs df, where f is the shear angle
deﬁned in [47].

Fig. 13. The energy function in a particle system proposed in [13]. I. Collision and stretching. II. Bending. III. Trellising.
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Fig. 14. The Kawabata evaluation system.

5.3. Draping simulation and numerical schemes
Although different energy representations E are used in various
deformable cloth models, there is a common basis among all the
physical based simulation techniques: i.e., a system of differential
equations needs to be solved numerically:
Mẍ ¼ 

@E
þ F0
@x

(2)

where M is a matrix representing mass distribution of the cloth,
x is the position vector of particles, and F0 is a union of various
external forces. The differential equation (2) is extremely stiff
since the cloth material has strong resistance to stretch and
weak resistance to bending. Let F ¼ ð@E=@xÞ þ F0 . To animate
such a system, early work uses explicit numerical methods
[14,36]:
8
Dt
< nþ1
ẋi
¼ ẋni þ Fni
(3)
m
: nþ1
nþ1
xi
¼ xni þ ẋi Dt
Both Euler’s methods and Runge-Kutta methods can be applied
to the evolving system described in Eq. (3). Despite its ease of
implementation, to ensure stability, explicit methods generally
require that the time step t be inverse proportional to the square
root of the stiffness which is very large in cloth simulation. Thus a
very small time step must be used and resist explicit methods far
from real-time methods.

A novel implicit method is proposed in [9] which replaces the
forces at time t by the forces at time t þ Dt:
8
Dt
< nþ1
ẋi
¼ ẋni þ Fnþ1
i
(4)
m
: nþ1
xi
¼ xni þ ẋinþ1 Dt
It has been observed in [9] that even for extremely stiff systems,
numerical stability has not been an issue for the implicit scheme
(4). To use system (4), forces F must be known advance at time
t þ Dt: it can be predicted with a ﬁrst-order approximation
Finþ1 ¼ Fni þ

@F
@F
Dx þ Dẋ
@x
@ẋ

Together with

Dt
Dẋ ¼ Finþ1
m
Dx ¼ ðẋni þ DẋÞDt
Dẋ is solved by a linear system:





Dt @F
@F
Dt n @F n
Fi þ
ẋi Dt
I
Dt þ
Dẋ ¼
m @x
m
@ẋ
@x

(5)

Despite its extreme stability, the major difﬁculty in implicit
schemes is that a large linear sparse system (5) has to be solved at
each time step. Simpliﬁcation can be achieved by preprocessing a
linearization version of the matrix which is assumed not to change
during evolution [29,50]. The goal of most implicit schemes is for
real-time animation with a numerically stable solution. The results
are visual pleasing for graphics display but not for engineering. For

Fig. 15. Kawabata bending and shearing plots [14].
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Fig. 16. Dressed human animation.

accurate simulation with moderate computational cost, the hybrid
explicit/implicit algorithm in [101] is recommended.
The special property of buckling phenomena of fabrics makes it
quite different from other elastic material. A deep insight is
provided in [20] showing that the instability of the post-buckling
response of fabrics arises from a structural instability and thus
cannot be avoided by any numerical schemes. By calculating
deformation energy of the shape at the predicted static equilibrium
of the post-buckling state, a particle-based physical model of
fabrics with a semi-implicit simulation technique is proposed in
[20] which can stably integrate the equation of motion with a large
ﬁxed time step and without the need for ﬁctitious damping forces.
Most state-of-the-art numerical schemes allow large stretches
along warp directions to achieve fast performance. However, it is
far from realistic since many textiles can have little stretch in
physics. To solve this problem, one way is to model the cloth as a
developable surface [26,64,63] which cannot be stretched or torn
during the animation. However, the Hamilton-principle involved
numerical scheme in [64] is computationally expensive and cannot
be used in real-time applications. Another promising solution [41]
is based on the constrained Lagrangian mechanics, with which a
novel fast projection method is developed. Experimental results
show that the fast projection can produce complex, realistic
simulation of cloth.
5.4. Collision detection
Collision detection checks whether two objects overlap in space
or their boundaries share at least one common point. In computeraided design, computer graphics, robotics and computational
geometry, many methods are proposed. Each of the methods takes
some special properties inherent in the objects of interest and
design solutions based on the application domain. An excellent
review on the general collision detection is provided in [62].

In garment simulation, two types of collisions exist: selfcollisions among different parts of a single piece of clothes, and
collision between the cloth model and the human model. In
dressed human animation as shown in Fig. 16, detection of
collision and self-collision is a bottleneck. Collision response also
plays a vital role in numerical integration. Since during simulation,
the conﬁguration between geometric elements does not change
very much after a small time step, the potential collision region of a
geometric object must be in its close vicinity. Any efﬁcient collision
detection method should take advantage of this coherent property.
Some basic coherence-based methods are studied in [9,120].
To speed up the detection process, classic multiresolution
techniques such as bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) methods can
be used. One choice of bounding volume is to use a discrete
orientation polytope (DOP) [54]. Since the shape of cloth is timedependent, to handle self-collision detection, the dynamic BVH
method [118] can be applied to update the DOP-tree of the cloth
model. Another speed-up technique is to use surface curvature
information to pre-select the potential collision in a small region
[80,99].
A robust approach is proposed in [15] to handle cloth collision,
contact and friction in a consistent way. The key idea is to combine
a fail-safe geometric collision method with a fast (non-stiff)
repulsion force method that models cloth thickness as well as both
static and kinetic frictions: if the collision occurs in low velocities,
penalty spring forces is applied; if in high velocities, instantaneous
impulses response is executed. These two phases are switched in a
fully hybridized and efﬁcient manner.
All the above methods handle collision and contact response in
a history-based manner, i.e., history information is used to help
decide whether a particle penetrates inside another solid object
(collision) or in the wrong side (self-collision). One shortcoming in
this class of methods is that once a particle is already in wrong
position, the entire simulation afterwards could be ruined. As a
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remedy, a history-free cloth collision response algorithm based on
global intersection analysis of cloth meshes at each simulation step
is proposed in [10].
5.5. Limitations of existing methods
In virtual reality and e-commerce on the internet, fast online
simulation and accurate representation of cloth material behavior
are both needed. However, the two goals are separated in existing
methods: the material models based on Kawabata system are
accurate but very slow; the spring-mass models are very fast but less
accurate. Although hybrid models are proposed trying to combine
the advantages of both models, there is still a long way to go in this
direction. The techniques of parallel computation and GPU
acceleration, surveyed in Section 8, shed some light in this challenge.
6. 3D to 2D pattern transformation
Garment industry eventually needs 2D patterns for manufacturing. Mesh cutting operator with 3D sketch provides users a way
to trim the 3D garment into piece along sewing lines. To ﬂatten
each piece from 3D space to 2D plane, two methods exist. The ﬁrst
method represents each piece as an elastic model with a
predeﬁned energy function. Then 3D to 2D pattern transformation
corresponds to ﬂatten the 3D model into plane with a minimal
elastic deformation energy distribution. The second method ﬁrst
approximates each piece by a developable surface which is in turn
easily developed into plane.
The ﬁrst method is typiﬁed by the work in [69,104]. The energy
function is deﬁned similar to the one in [36]. Since only the ﬁnal
rest static state is needed, the motion of equations (1) can be
2
simpliﬁed to mð@ x=@t 2 Þ þ x ¼ 0, where the damping force is also
ignored in [104]. During surface development, special attention
must be paid to prevent triangles’ overlap which may frequently
occur. A penalty method [79] is adapted to move masses in
overlapped triangles toward the opposite direction.
The surface ﬂattening function in [104] runs in three phases.
Refer to Fig. 17. Given a 3D mesh piece M 3D , ﬁrstly an initial planar

0
mesh M2D
with the same connectivity of M 3D is found by ﬂattening
0
triangles in M 3D one by one into plane. Secondly the M2D
is deformed
in plane with the constraint of overlapping penalty to release the
energy. When the rest state M 2D is reached, the energy is minimized.
Thirdly, the users can optionally control the ﬂattening accuracy by
cutting the mesh. The cutting line is automatically found by seeking
the most gradient descending direction in the energy ﬁeld. Pseudocolor can be used to visualize the energy ﬁeld.
The second method approximates each piece of 3D garment by
developable surface which has a deep root in differential geometry
[28]. In CAGD, most of the existing work exploits the characterizations and properties for free-form surfaces to be developable.
Notably two classes of approaches exist: the ﬁrst uses the primal
representation of surfaces, and the second uses the dual
representation of surfaces. The primal representation uses a tensor
product surface of degree ð1; nÞ, and usually solves nonlinear
characterizing equations to guarantee developability [8,23]. A
developable surface can also be viewed as the envelope of a oneparameter family of tangent planes, and thus can be treated as a
curve in a dual projective 3-space. Given this dual representation,
some interpolation and approximation algorithms can be computed efﬁciently [12,78].
A novel technique for developable approximation of garment
pieces is proposed in [26]. Three steps are involved. Firstly for each
triangle in the original pieces, a smooth developable surface is
found to best approximate its neighboring area. Then in the second
step, each triangle is moved into its approximated surface with
minimal change of vertex position. All adjusted triangles are glued
together by preserving the newly computed normals and positions.
Finally the resulted meshes are unfolded into plane with minimal
shearing by using the ABFþþ conformal parameterization [86].

6.1. Limitations of existing methods
Most existing methods for pattern ﬂattening have not taken
material properties into account. Motivated by the mathematic
properties of developable surfaces [28], the ﬂattening of free-form
surfaces usually minimizes some measures of distortion character-

Fig. 17. Surface ﬂattening by energy release [104] (courtesy of Prof. Charlie C.L. Wang).
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ized by the ﬁrst fundamental form of surface. These measures are
geometry-oriented such that fast and stable numerical process can
be achieved. It is interesting to ask, can the measures be materialoriented? Given a piece of 3D cloth with the same geometry but
different material, can we get different 2D patterns by ﬂattening? It
is expected that the future work can ask these questions.
7. Geometric detail modeling
Numerical animation of deformable cloth models is a way to
generate realistic ﬁne details on garment draping in real time. In
computer-aided design, garment draping results of dressed human
can be pre-computed ofﬂine. Therefore transferring ﬁne details in
pre-computed garment from the standard-size human to a
customized human is another useful technique which can quickly
visualize the accurate ﬁtting effect of garment style on customized
bodies.
Shell map [77] is proposed as a bijective mapping between shell
space and texture space that can generate small-scale features on
surfaces using a variety of modeling techniques. In terms of
modeling ﬁne details on garment surface M, the isosurfaces in
the shell fx 2 R3 ; jx  pj  e; p 2 Mg are constructed, where 2e is the
shell thickness. Refer to Fig. 18. The ﬁne details are encoded in the
space between the base garment surface and its offsets characterized by isosurfaces. Given the base garment surfaces designed from
the feature template as shown in Fig. 9, the same garment template
can be used in any customized human body with different sizes. By
decoding the details with the same scalar coefﬁcients in the
isosurfaces around the new base garment surface, ﬁne details are
naturally grown on the new customized garments.
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Shell map can be regarded as one instantiation of volume
parameterization [103]. The purpose of volume parameterization
is to establish a mapping between the spaces that are near to two
reference free-form models, so that the shape of a product
presented in free-form surfaces can be transferred from the space
around one reference model to another reference model. The
mapping is expected to keep the spatial relationship between the
product model and reference models as much as possible (ref.
Fig. 19). In [61] a harmonic volumetric mapping is proposed to
establish a smooth bijective correspondence between two solid
shapes with the same topology. More applications such as
information transfer, shape registration, deformation sequence
analysis and solid texture analysis are demonstrated, showing the
power of volume parameterization in ﬁne details encoding. Note
that non-manifold structures are frequently appeared in garment
such as collars, epaulets, sleeves and so on. Volume parameterization is versatile in handling geometric details, regardless of
manifoldness or non-manifoldness of the object’s surfaces (ref.
Fig. 20).
8. Parallel computation and GPU acceleration
Garment simulation with appearance of accurate ﬁne details,
such as folding and wrinkles, is computationally intensive. Parallel
computing is promising for data-intensive scientiﬁc computing
[56]. Two types of parallel computation exist: computation on
graphics hardware and computation on multi-core processor
architectures. The numerical integration of garment simulation
including solving large sparse linear systems in implicit schemes is
highly parallelizable. Physically-based simulation with parallel

Fig. 18. Multi-level shell map to encode ﬁne details on garment. (a) Isosurfaces in the shell around the base cloth surface. (b) Encoding ﬁne details in isosurface. (c) Fine details
transformation between customized garments with different sizes.
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Fig. 19. Fine details auto-generation on polo shirt and short pant.

conjugate gradients methods and parallel collision detection
techniques, on multi-core processors, is studied in [94]. Stateof-the-art parallel techniques also model and transfer the ﬁne
details on cloth surfaces in parallel.
Commodity computer graphics chips, known as Graphics
Processing Units (GPUs), can provide tremendous memory
bandwidth and computational horsepower. In [66] a GPU-based
method is proposed to generate and render detailed folds on
garment. The core of this parallel technique is to determine in a
controllable way a highly detailed, globally consistent wrinkle ﬁeld

from arbitrary geometric deformations of a cloth mesh. For this
purpose, the cloth mesh is arranged into a format in which the
adjacency data for the uniﬁed vertices are stored in a buffer of size
512  512. Given this structure, the cloth deformation is
performed by driving a skeleton to which the mesh is attached
by soft skinning: this is done by a local linear approximation in the
neighborhood of each vertex and can be handled in vertex shader.
Then the cloth model is crushed by computing the compression
ratio using the arc length of sinusoidal wrinkles. The wrinkled ﬁeld
is post-processed by relaxation that aligns the waves of

Fig. 20. Fine detail transformation on non-manifold garment models. (a) Distance ﬁeld for base surface. (b) Shells in two views. (c) Insert reﬁned skirt to shell space. (d) Coarse
and reﬁned skirt on model A. (e) Fringe reconstruction to model E.
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neighboring vertices. In all the phases of skin, crush and relax, all
vertices are mapped to single pixels in two off-screen ﬂoatingpoint buffers of size 256  256: one for position data and one for
normal data. Finally the wrinkled cloth mesh is rendering with
texture by vertex and pixel shaders.
Many authors have proposed diverse GPU-based methods for
modeling geometry of general ﬁne details, which are mostly
characterized by the normal ﬁeld [68] and the displacement map
[91]. A good survey on general-purpose computing on the GPU can
be found in [73]. [34] gives a good summary on GPU cluster for high
performance computing. The authors further present a general
framework for computation and visualization on a GPU clusters
[35]. It is expected that more and more computational loads in
garment simulation will be shifted into GPUs and distributed in
parallel into multi-core processors.
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design are coherently summarized. First the basic design
methodology is outlined. Then feature modeling is presented as
the core of 3D garment design technology platforms. Towards fast
and accurate garment simulation, numerical integration and
parallel computing techniques are depicted as the numerical
engine in the design platform. CAD methods on modeling ﬁne
geometric details are also included to add realism to the garment
exhibition.
3D garment design remains an active area of research. This
survey is not meant to be complete. We also did not address the
important applications of garment design in computer animation.
Nevertheless, we hope that this paper can provide some help for
researchers to review the past developments and identify possible
directions for future research on 3D CAD methods in garment design.
Acknowledgements

9. Future directions
Despite signiﬁcant progresses have been made over the last
decade, several potential avenues exist toward innovative design
techniques in future 3D garment CAD systems. Three challenging
research problems in physically-based simulation of cloth models
are depicted in [21]. Below we propose two research directions for
future garment CAD development.
Artiﬁcial Intelligence and machine learning in garment design.
Garment design and simulation involves intensive data creation
and transformation between different modeling stages. Although
fast numerical schemes and parallel techniques are proposed,
clever synthesis and reuse of existing data can be beneﬁcial.
Machine learning [70] is a system of techniques that allows users
to leverage existing data in a non-direct and non-trivial manner.
Expert pattern systems based on artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) have
already been widely used in 2D garment CAD systems to reduce the
experience requirement. A fuzzy logic method is also used to
construct 3D individuals’ digital body from laser scanners [107]. It
is expected that:
 More AI techniques should involve in 3D garment design for data
creation and analysis, such as determining sizing tables and
material properties by automatically recognizing sketches of
fashion designer;
 Machine learning techniques should be emphasized to reuse
existing data such as wrinkle styles of particular cloth materials
to auto-generate/synthesize new data on new designed garment
with customer sizes.
Real-time collaborative environment of garment product development. Nowadays garment product development activities are
segmented and operated in various geographically dispersed cities
and countries, exhibiting strong needs for collaborative design and
manufacturing. Massive design data, including text, 2D sketch and
3D CAD model data, are stored at various means such as paper,
bitmap image ﬁles, CAD model ﬁles, CD, diskette, FTP storage,
email, fax and verbal. To enable users to develop, view, manipulate,
analyze, and integrate product designs in a collaborative environment for multi-national manufacturing companies, it is promising
in the next generation to use a real-time collaborative product
development environment for 3D CAD data sharing and manipulation, on the basis of supporting interactive collaborative design
and manufacturing activities.
10. Conclusions
In this paper we present a comprehensive review on CAD
methods in 3D garment design in the ﬁeld of fashion design and
manufacture engineering. Several key modules in 3D garment
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